They throw geometry out the door, and it comes back through the window. (H.G.Forder, Auckland 1973, reading new mathematics at the age of 84)
Preface to the Second Edition
The fast development of the subject -and the fast development of the sales of the first edition of this book -has given the authors the opportunity to prepare this second edition. First of all we have corrected several misprints and minor errors which we have discovered or which have been kindly communicated to us by several readers and colleagues. We cordially thank all of them for their help and for their interest in our work. A major point of confusion has been revealed by Robert McLachlan in his book review in SIAM Reviews.
Besides many details, which have improved the presentation throughout the book, there are the following major additions and changes which make the book about 130 pages longer:
-a more prominent place of the Störmer-Verlet method in the exposition and the examples of the first chapter; -a discussion of the Hénon-Heiles model as an example of a chaotic Hamiltonian system; -a new Sect. IV.9 on geometric numerical linear algebra considering differential equations on Stiefel and Grassmann manifolds and dynamical low-rank approximations; -a new improved composition method of order 10 in Sect. V.3 ; -a characterization of B-series methods that conserve quadratic first integrals and a criterion for conjugate symplecticity in Sect. VI.8 ; -the section on volume preservation taken from Chap. VII to Chap. VI; -an extended and more coherent Chap. VII, renamed Non-Canonical Hamiltonian Systems, with more emphasis on the relationships between Hamiltonian systems on manifolds and Poisson systems; -a completely reorganized and augmented Sect. VII.5 on the rigid body dynamics and Lie-Poisson systems; -a new Sect. VII.6 on reduced Hamiltonian models of quantum dynamics and Poisson integrators for their numerical treatment; -an improved step-size control for reversible methods in Sects. VIII.3.2 and IX.6 ; -extension of Sect. IX.5 on modified equations of methods on manifolds to include constrained Hamiltonian systems and Lie-Poisson integrators; -reorganization of Sects. IX.9 and IX.10 ; study of non-symplectic B-series methods that have a modified Hamiltonian, and counter-examples for symmetric methods showing linear growth in the energy error;
-a more precise discussion of integrable reversible systems with new examples in Chap. XI; -extension of Chap. XIII on highly oscillatory problems to systems with several constant frequencies and to systems with non-constant mass matrix; -a new Chap. XIV on oscillatory Hamiltonian systems with time-or solutiondependent high frequencies, emphasizing adiabatic transformations, adiabatic invariants, and adiabatic integrators; -a completely rewritten Chap. XV with more emphasis on linear multistep methods for second order differential equations; a complete backward error analysis including parasitic modified differential equations; a study of the long-time stability and a rigorous explanation of the long-time near-conservation of energy and angular momentum.
Let us hope that this second revised edition will again meet good acceptance by our readers.
Geneva and Tübingen, October 2005
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